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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter discusses about research background, research problems, 

research objective, research significances, scope and limitation, and definition of 

the key terms. 

 

1.1 Research Background 

Teaching English is started really needed in this era of globalization 

because English becomes international language. Speaking ability is became the 

measurement of knowing the language by language learners because it is a basic 

skill of oral communication. The main point in teaching speaking skill is not to 

make the students speak like native speaker but rather communicative and 

understandable. Widiati and Cahyono (2010) argue that communicative and 

understandable refer to the student participant such as the students talk a lot and 

acceptable in every level of society. Therefore, in teaching speaking, the teacher 

should choose a creative media that can attract the learners. 

One of the most popular media to teach foreign language in this era is 

video cast. Warsita (2008) says that video has big potential in delivering material 

interest to interact learners. It is also effective to deliver information, 

entertainment, and education. Youtube is one of the video cast that teacher can use 

in their teaching. According to Kindarto in Muna (2011), Youtube is a portal 

website that servicing of video sharing.Using Youtube as a media can be a fun and 

interesting way to teach because it can encourage student’s motivation, self 
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confidence, and of course improve students speaking skill in terms of their 

grammar, vocabulary, fluency, and pronunciation.Moreover, it provides the 

students a comprehensible input to English that help them how the target language 

is used and uttered in the real context. 

There are some previous research and modules related to this research such 

as a research conducted by Priajana (2010) who investigates improving speaking 

skill by using video for fourth semester students of State Institute of Islamic 

Studies (IAIN) Cirebon. The result of her research shows that video is an effective 

way to improve the students speaking skill and their positive attitude in teaching 

and learning process. On the other hand, Syamsudarni (2010) studiesvideo cast as 

the media to improve listening skill of English Department Students of STAIN 

Palopo. He finds that the use of video cast improves both students listening skill 

and their involvement in teaching and learning process. Then, there is a research 

conducted by Marti (2010)which analyzesteaching present simple tenseby using 

YouTube that presented at a workshop of teaching English in the use of internet 

resources at the State University of Malang. The result of the research is that 

YouTube can attract students’ attention and motivate and them. 

The researcher chose videoon YouTube because itcan be used as a media 

for teaching speaking and contains many interesting videos such ashow to speak 

or pronounce words. By using YouTube as a media, the students are expected to 

improve their speaking skill. Based on the explanation above, the researcher is 

intended to do a research in this topic which isthe UsingYouTube video on 
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teaching to increase speaking skill towards eleventh–grade students in Model 

Islamic Senior High School Genggong Probolinggo. 

 

1.2 Research Problem 

Related to the backround of the research, the problem is formulated as 

follows: 

“Can YouTube video increase speaking skill towards Eleventh-grade 

students in Model Islamic Senior High School Genggong- Probolinggo?” 

 

1.3 Reseach Objective 

Derived from the statement of problem above, this research is expected to 

know how YouTube videos increase speaking skill towards Eleventh-grade 

students in Model Islamic SeniorHigh School Genggong- Probolinggo. 

 

1.4 Research Significances 

After studying and analyzing the problem above, the researcher expect that 

theresearch gives contribution both theoretical and practical benefits. 

Theoretically,the result of this research can be beneficial of giving contribution to 

development speaking skill of teaching and learning theory. In addition, the 

finding isalso expected to give contribution to the school (Model Islamic Senior 

High School Genggong) improving the quality of teaching English language 

specially teaching speaking. Besides that, the findings that are related to 

YouTubevideo will also become the contribution for further teachers and support 

theexiting knowledge in similar field of research.  
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This research is expected to give input to English teachers about an 

alternative media in teachingspeaking. For the students, this research can increase 

their motivation in learningspeaking and improving their speaking skill. For future 

researchers, the findingcan be references in condicting a study with similar field. 

 

1.5 The Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this research is kind of media that will be used by the English 

teacher in teaching speaking at class for eleventh - grade students. The limitation 

of this research is focuses on using YouTube video as media instruction in 

teaching speaking skill at class eleventh–grade students in Model Islamic Senior 

High School GenggongProbolinggo.  

 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 

To avoid misunderstanding of theconsept that used on this research, 

thewriter presents the definition of key terms as follow: 

a. Videois one of technology which has uses for recording, storing, capturing, 

processing, transmitting, and reconstructing a sequence of images that present 

in motion. 

b. Youtube is defined as video-sharing website that can help its users to share, 

upload, and view videos. It is a reaching material which used for instructional 

objective and dealing with particular topics based on syllabus. 

c. Teaching is guiding and facilitating learing and cnabling, the learners to learn 

and setting the condition for learning. 
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d. Speaking Skill refers to the oral ability of receiving, producing and processing

particular information with others focusing transactional function of

conversation. In this research, the students speaking skill focus on grammar,

vocabulary, fluency, and pronunciation.

e. Model Islamic Senior Highis kind of school that their own curriculum

combined beetwen national curriculum and muaddalah Islamic curriculum.




